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Book 2 of the After series—newly revised and expanded, Anna
Todd's After fanfiction racked up one billion reads online and
captivated readers across the globe. Experience the internet's
most talked-about book for yourself from the writer
Cosmopolitan called “the biggest literary phenomenon of her
generation.”
Tessa has everything to lose. Hardin has nothing to
lose...except her. AFTER WE COLLIDED...Life will never be
the same. #HESSA
After a tumultuous beginning to their relationship, Tessa and
Hardin were on the path to making things work. Tessa knew
Hardin could be cruel, but when a bombshell revelation is
dropped about the origins of their relationship—and Hardin’s
mysterious past—Tessa is beside herself.
Hardin will always be...Hardin. But is he really the deep,
thoughtful guy Tessa fell madly in love with despite his angry
exterior—or has he been a stranger all along? She wishes she
could walk away. It’s just not that easy. Not with the memory of passionate nights spent in his arms.
His electric touch. His hungry kisses.
Still, Tessa’s not sure she can endure one more broken promise. She put so much on hold for
Hardin—school, friends, her mom, a relationship with a guy who really loved her, and now possibly
even a promising new career. She needs to move forward with her life.
Hardin knows he made a mistake, possibly the biggest one of his life. He’s not going down without a
fight. But can he change? Will he change...for love?
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Run Away
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1406238792/run-away.html

A perfect family is shattered in RUN AWAY , the new thriller from the master of domestic
suspense, Harlan Coben. You've lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an
abusive boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't want to be found. Then, by
chance, you see her playing guitar in...
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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Celtic Empire
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1347595433/celtic-empire.html

Clive Cussler, "The Grand Master of Adventure," sends his intrepid heroes Dirk Pitt and
Al Giordino on their wildest, boldest mission into the ancient world, unlocking
extraordinary secrets and solving hideous crimes. Another fabulous read from the most
beloved series from the #1 New York...
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The First Lady
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1422601830/the-first-lady.html

In James Patterson's new stand-alone thriller, one secret can bring down a government
when the President's affair to remember becomes a nightmare he wishes he could forget.
Sally Grissom is a top secret service agent in charge of the Presidential Protection team.
She knows that something is amiss...
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Mortal Fear
http://media.woobooks.info/us-361827894/mortal-fear.html

A man with a secret life risks everything to clear his name in this “ingenious suspense
thriller ”( The&#xa0;New York Times Book Review ) f rom the bestselling author of the
Penn Cage series. By day, Harper Cole trades commodities from his isolated home in the
Mississippi Delta. By...
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Kushner, Inc.
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1409697524/kushner-inc.html

The first explosive book about Javanka and their infamous rise to power Jared Kushner
and Ivanka Trump are the self-styled Prince and Princess of America. Their swift, gilded
rise to extraordinary power in Donald Trump’s White House is unprecedented and
dangerous. In Kushner, Inc. ,...
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The Tyrant
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1447513518/the-tyrant.html

I've fallen in love with Cato, and I'm not afraid to say it. He doesn't need to say it back. I
know how he feels. Even if he doesn't have the balls to admit it. Our daughter will be
here soon, and our lives will change forever. Will Cato let go of the past? Let go of the
promise he made to execute...
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